We quantize the Lie-Poisson version of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction by applying the homological reduction technique developed in [37] for arbitrary first-class constraints.
Introduction
The present paper is devoted to quantization of the Lie-Poisson version of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction proposed in [21] for g = sl(2) and in [36] for arbitrary simple Lie algebras. We follow mainly the ideas of [17] using the BRST approach [28] to the quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction for affine Lie algebras. The q-deformed case is however much more difficult technically.
The text consists of two formally independent parts. In the first one (sections 1 and 2) we develop an alternative framework for the classical reduction adapted for quantization. Section 3 contains quantization of the reduction.
There are different modifications of the Poisson reduction procedure. In the most general situation we are given a system of constraints on a Poisson manifold. Actually this is the only information about the reduction that may be quantized directly. We shall only consider first-class constraints (see [10] ) , i.e. , we shall assume that their Poisson bracket vanishes on the constraint surface. Suppose that the classical system admits a quantization. Then quantum counterparts of the constraints form a subalgebra in the algebra of quantum observables. This subalgebra has a character that fixes the values of the corresponding observables.
Sometimes the description of quantum constraints is a trivial problem. For instance in the quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction associated to a simple Lie algebra g there is a natural system of constraints which are quantizations of matrix elements of the corresponding moment map [17] . Indeed , they form the nilpotent loop algebra n((z)) , where n is the standard positive nilpotent Lie subalgebra in g. This subalgebra has a character that equals to 1 on the simple root generators of n and zero otherwise. However the geometrical construction of the reduced space given in [36] for the q-deformed version of the reduction does not contain any information about constraints. Thus our first goal is to extract these data from the geometrical description. In order to do that we develop another approach to the reduction based on the notion of the moment map.
The gauge action of the unipotent loop group N used in [36] for the reduction is not a Poisson group action. Nevertheless it is possible to define a map µ N from the underlying Poisson manifold G τ to the opposite unipotent group N which forms a dual pair together with the canonical projection onto the quotient G τ /N and fixes the constraint surface. To define this mapping we need additional information about the gauge action. In particular , following [2] we obtain an expression for the symplectic form of the twisted Heisenberg double. This allows us to calculate moment maps for some interesting Poisson actions.
Recall that the main observation of [21] , [36] was that in order to perform the reduction one should modify the initial choice of the quasitriangular bialgebra structure. Indeed , one need to add a term to the standard r-matrix related to the new Drinfeld realization of affine quantum groups. This term is essentially elliptic and may be expressed by means of theta functions (see section 2.2). Nevertheless it is not necessary to quantize this new bialgebra structure. It is well known that at least in the finite dimensional case quantizations of different bialgebra structures are isomorphic as algebras (see [11] ). The classical counterpart of this statement for Lie-Poisson groups is called the Ginzburg-Weinstein isomorphism [23] . It turns out that the same statement holds for the situation under consideration. Namely , applying a simple form of the isomorphism found in [1] we prove that the gauge covariant Poisson structures corresponding to the new bialgebra structure and to one of the new Drinfeld realization are isomorphic. This allows us to use the new Drinfeld realization for the reduction. Surprisingly , the description of the constraints in this realization does not contain elliptic functions.
In section 3 we quantize the constraints. We start with the finite-dimensional case. In that situation the corresponding reduced Poisson structure is trivial. But choosing constraints is still an interesting problem. Based on classical considerations we introduce other new realizations of both finite-dimensional and affine quantum groups which are more convenient for the reduction. In particular , the quantum counterparts of the classical constraints correspond to simple root generators. The subalgebras formed by the constraints must have nontrivial characters , which , in fact , are quantum deformations of the principal characters of nilpotent Lie algebras. This condition imposes a restriction on the structure constants of the subalgebras and explains the role of the Coxeter element in the quantum theory. Also it leads to new combinatorial identities for symmetric functions discussed in [38] .
Finally we quantize the reduction. Actually there is no canonical procedure of quantum reduction. If constraints form a Lie algebra then the BRST approach [28] is applicable , which happens , for instance , in the usual quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. For general systems of first-class constraints one can use a generalization of the BRST quantization developed in [37] . In this way the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction for finite-dimensional quan-tum groups yields a polynomial algebra with the number of generators equal to the rank of the Lie algebra. This result agrees with both the quasiclassical one and the quantum reduction for finite-dimensional Lie algebras [27] . The reduced space reflects the structure of the center of finite-dimensional quantum groups [12] . In the affine case we get a family of associative algebras depending on two complex parameters.
Here one should emphasize that even the BRST approach admits different versions. In [37] we investigated only the usual BRST cohomology. There is another modification that may be called semiinfinite [16] , [28] . It is the quantization that was applied by Feigin and Frenkel in [17] to the DrinfeldSokolov reduction. In conclusion we discuss briefly the semiinfinite version of the reduction for affine quantum groups. We only consider the case g = sl (2) . Remarkably , in this situation the constraints still form a Lie algebra and the BRST procedure works. This construction will be generalized to arbitrary affine quantum groups in a subsequent paper. We expect that this quantization will yield the deformed W-algebras obtained in [3] , [4] , [18] , [20] , [26] by means of the bosonisation technique. However at present we are not able to compare these two approaches even in the simplest sl(2) case.
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• The dual Lie bracket on g * ≃ g is given by
where r ∈ End g is a skew symmetric linear operator (classical r-matrix).
• r satisfies the modified classical Yang-Baxter identity:
Put
Theorem 1 r ± are Lie algebra homomorphisms from g * into g ; moreover, r * + = −r − , and r + − r − = id.
The double of a factorizable Lie bialgebra admits the following explicit description [35] . Put d = g ⊕ g (direct sum of two copies).The mappings
are Lie algebra embeddings. Thus we may identify g * and g with Lie subalgebras in d. Equip d with the inner product
* ) is a factorizable Lie bialgebra; the corresponding r-matrix r d ∈ End (g ⊕ g) is given by
The Belavin-Drinfeld classification theorem
Put b ± = Im r ± , n ± = Ker r ∓ . The following statement is essentially contained in [6] (cf. also [33] ).
(ii) The map θ : b − /n − → b + /n + which sends the residue class of r − (X), X ∈ g * , modulo n − to that of r + (X) modulo n + is a well-defined isomorphism of Lie algebras. Moreover , θ is a unitary operator with respect to the induced scalar product: θθ * = 1 , and det(θ − 1) = 0. (iii) The r-matrix r may be written as
where P ± = P n ± and P b − /n − are the projection operators onto n ± , b − /n − ,respectively, in the direct sum
For every data (b ± , θ) satisfying to (i) and (ii) there exists an r-matrix θ r which is given by (6) .
In view of (6) the image of the embedding g * → d may be described as follows:
We shall need also another properties of the subalgebras b ± .
(iv) n * ± ≃ n ∓ as a linear space.
1.3 The twisted Heisenberg double and its symplectic structure
For every Lie group A with Lie algebra a we define left and right gradients ∇ϕ, ∇ ′ ϕ ∈ a * of a function ϕ ∈ C ∞ (A) by the formulae
The canonical Lie-Poisson bracket on D = G × G associated with the double bialgebra structure has the form [35] :
It is well known that the bracket (12) satisfies the Jacobi identity and equips D with the structure of a Poisson Lie group. The embeddings g → d, g * → d may be extended to homomorphisms G → D, G * → D; we shall identify G, G * with the corresponding subgroups in D.
Let τ ∈ AutG ; we shall denote the corresponding automorphism of g by the same letter. Assume that τ satisfies the following conditions:
We shall associate with τ the so called twisted Poisson structure on D [35] . Put
and define the twisted Poisson bracket on D by
The Jacobi identity for (15) follows from the classical Yang-Baxter identity (2) for r d .
The pair D τ = (D, {, } τ ) is called the twisted Heisenberg double (for τ = id we get the ordinary Heisenberg double). In the study of Poisson-Lie groups it replaces the magnetic cotangent bundle. Many interesting objects in the Poisson-Lie group theory may be obtained by a reduction from this "universal" space.
Theorem 6 (i) Any element x ∈ d admits two unique factorizations 
As a Poisson manifold the twisted Heisenberg double is almost symplectic.
The corresponding symplectic form can be represented as follows :
where Proof of the theorem is quite similar to that for τ = id (see [2] ). We shall call D 
(ii) The actions (19) 
(iii) The restrictions of the actions (20) , (21) to the principal symplectic leaf D ′ τ possess moment maps in the sense of Lu and Weinstein [29] :
where g, g * , h, h * are given by (17) .
Remark 2
In general situation the maps (22) are neither Poisson nor equivariant.
Proofs of (i) and (ii) are given in [32] . For (iii) consider , for instance , the action
Let X ∈ g. Then the corresponding vector field is:
Thus X = (R d ) * (−X) , where R d is the operator of right translation by d. According to the definition of the moment map [29] we have to prove that
Substituting X into (18) we obtain:
since µ g * ( X) = 0 . We have also θ g ( X) = X because X is a right invariant vector field and G is a subgroup in D. Finally
Let B ± be the Lie subgroups in G corresponding to the Lie subalgebras b ± . According to theorem 4 (iii) B ± are Poisson-Lie subgroups in G.
Theorem 9 The G-actions (20) induce Poisson group actions of the LiePoisson subgroups B ± . When restricted to the principal symplectic leaf they possess moment mappings in the sense of Lu and Weinstein:
where h ± , g ± are given by (17) .
Proof follows from the previous theorem and remark 1.
Gauge covariant Poisson structures
The gauge covariant Poisson structure used in [21] , [36] for the DrinfeldSokolov reduction may be obtained from the twisted Heisenberg double.
Theorem 10 [32],[35] (i) The quotient spaces D τ /G, G\D τ may be identified with G ; the projection maps p, p
′ are given by
and form a dual pair.
(ii) The reduced Poisson bracket on G is given by
The actions (20) give rise to a Poisson group action of G on the reduced space :
Theorems 6 , 7 , 8 and 9 imply the following properties of the reduced Poisson manifold and the gauge action (30) .
This factorization is unique in a neighborhood of the unit element.
(
The restriction of the action (30) 
iv) The induced actions of the Poisson-Lie subgroups B ∓ ⊂ G have moment maps when restricted to
2 The moment map and the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction
The Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction for Lie-Poisson groups
Recall the scheme of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction for Lie-Poisson groups. Let G be a connected simply connected finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g and let ∆ be the set of roots of (g, h) . Choose an ordering in the root system; let ∆ + be the system of positive roots, {α 1 , ..., α l }, l = rank g, the set of simple roots and H 1 , . . . , H l the set of simple root generators of h.
Denote by a ij the corresponding Cartan matrix. Let d 1 , . . . , d l be coprime positive integers such that the matrix b ij = d i a ij is symmetric. There exists a unique non-degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form (, ) on g such that
Let Let g = Lg be the loop algebra; we equip it with the standard invariant bilinear form,
Put b = Lb, b = Lb, n = Ln, n = Ln, h = Lh; the quotient algebras b/n, b/n may be canonically identified with h.
We shall denote by G, B, B, N , N , H the corresponding loop groups. The groups G, B, B, N, N, H will be identified with the subgroups of constant loops.
Put , in the notations of theorem 3 ,
Let θ ∈ Endh be a unitary automorphism such that det(θ − 1) = 0. By theorem 3 the data b ± , θ define an r-matrix of the form (6) and equip g with the structure of a factorizable Lie bialgebra.
Fix p ∈ C , |p| < 1, and let τ be the automorphism of G defined by g τ (z) = g(pz). We shall denote the corresponding automorphism of the loop algebra g by the same letter.
Assume that θ commutes with τ . Note also that τ preserves the scalar product (33) . This allows to endow the group G with the Poisson bracket (29) . We denote the corresponding Poisson manifold by G τ .
Let W be the Weyl group of (g, h) ; we shall denote a representative of w ∈ W in G by the same letter. Let s 1 , ..., s l be the reflections which correspond to the simple roots; let s = s 1 s 2 · · · s l be a Coxeter element. Put
Theorem 12 [36] (i) The restriction of the gauge action (30) From now on we suppose that θ is fixed by the previous theorem. We shall also consider the case of constant loops with τ = id. (30) Remark that according to the results of [36] ( theorem 4.10, proposition 4.6 ) the Poisson structure on M s /N is trivial. Note also that N ′ ⊂ N is an abelian subgroup, dim N s = l (see [7] ). Thus we have
Corollary 13 (i) The restriction of the gauge action
to N ⊂ G leaves the cell M s ⊂ G τ invariant. The action of N on M s is free and S = N ′ s −1
is a cross-section of this action. (ii) The subgroup N is admissible in G and hence N-invariant functions form a Poisson subalgebra in the Poisson algebra
C ∞ (G τ ). (iii) The quotient space M s /N =S is a Poisson submanifold in G τ /N if
Theorem 14 The Poisson algebra of regular functions on the reduced space
is a polynomial algebra with l generators, the Poisson structure being trivial.
The structure of the r-matrix
Consider the "Cartan" component r 0 = 1+τ s 1−τ s of the r-matrix used in the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. The kernel of the operator r 0 is given by:
where s should be thought of as an element of h ⊗ h. This expression may be regarded as a formal power series with coefficients in End h.
Let h be the Coxeter number of g. Since s h = id r 0 (z) may be represented in the following form:
According to theorem 2.5 [36] this formal power series satisfies the following functional equation
By successive application of this identity we obtain that up to a term containing delta functions
Thus if the formal power series (35) has a nontrivial domain of convergence it will define an End h valued elliptic function. The delta functions in (36) indicate singularities of this function. Now introduce the function θ t by the relation
Recall that
The only zeroes of θ t are situated at the points m + (n + )ξ, m, n ∈ Z.
Lemma 15 [5] In the stripe |Imu| ≤ 1 2
Imξ, u ∈ {m ± 1 2 ξ, m ∈ Z} the ratio
(u) has the following Fourier expansion:
Theorem 16 Put z = e 2πiu . Then for u ∈ R\Z the formal power series (35) coincides with the Fourier expansion of the following elliptic function :
where p and t = e πiξ are related by p
Proof follows from lemma 15 and the expression (35) for r 0 .
Dual pairs for some admissible actions
The gauge action (30) of the subgroup N is not a Poisson group action. Hence it has no moment map in the usual sense. Nevertheless it is possible to define an analogue of the moment map even in a more general situation.
Theorem 17 [34] , [29] 
form a dual pair [40] .
Proof. By the definition of the moment map we have:
where X ∈ a, X is the corresponding vector field on M and ξ ϕ is the Hamiltonian vector field of a function ϕ ∈ C ∞ (M). Now let X ∈ k. Then
Since Ad(π K ⊥ µ) is a nondegenerate transformation L X ϕ = 0 if and only if µ * (ξ ϕ ) = 0. The proof follows.
Recall that the notion of dual pairs serves to describe Poisson submanifolds in the quotient M/K. If M is symplectic then the connected components of the sets π(µ(x)), x ∈ K * are symplectic leaves in M/K. This allows us to give an alternative description of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction.
Namely , observe that by theorems 17 , 3 and 4 N is an admissible subgroup of the Lie-Poisson group B. The restriction of the B-gauge action (30) to the submanifold G ′ τ has a moment map given by theorem 11:
Theorems 3 and 4 ensure that all the conditions of theorem 18 are satisfied
Since N is a proalgebraic group one can define regular functions on N . Indeed, let f be a regular function on N. It may be regarded as a function
). The coefficients of the Laurent series f (L(z)) are well defined functions on N . In particular, one can define matrix elements of N .
Theorem 19 Matrix elements of the moment map
µ N form a Poisson sub- algebra F in the Poisson algebra C ∞ (G ′ τ ).
Proof.
We shall use gradients of a function ϕ ∈ C ∞ (G) with respect to the G * group structure on the set G
We define Z ϕ ∈ g by the following relation:
The Poisson bracket on the Poisson submanifold G ′ τ may be represented as follows:
This expression leads to the following explicit formula for the Poisson bracket of functions which only depend on n + (see (42)):
and P b , P h are the projectors onto b and h , respectively , in the decomposition
Clearly, such functions form a Poisson subalgebra. Let w 0 ∈ W be the longest element; let σ ∈ Aut ∆ + be the automorphism defined by σ (α) = −w 0 ·α, α ∈ ∆ + . Let N i ⊂ N be the 1-parameter subgroup generated by the root vector e σ(α i ) , α i ∈ P. Choose an element u i ∈ N i , u i = 1.
We may choose u i in such a way that w 0 u i w
Remark 3 The choice of u i is not unique, however this non-uniqueness does not affect the arguments below.
Proof. (i) First , the space M s is invariant with respect to the following action of H:
The r.h.s. of the last equality belongs to M s because H normalizes N . Now observe that by theorem 11 and formula (8) for the factorization problem
Hence µ
(ii) We have to show that the Poisson bracket (46) vanishes when restricted to the surface µ
Recall that for every X ∈ n the action of the corresponding vector field X is given by formula (40):
Now let ϕ = ϕ(n + ). The surface µ 
Deformation of the Poisson structure
Let θ, θ ′ ∈ End h be two unitary endomorphisms such that det(θ − 1) = 0, det(θ ′ − 1) = 0. Suppose that they commute with τ and with each other. According to the results of section 2.1 every such endomorphism defines a factorizable bialgebra structure on g. As a consequence we obtain two Poisson manifolds G τ,θ , G τ,θ ′ equipped with Poisson group G-actions (30) . The restrictions of the actions to to the submanifolds G ′ τ,θ , G ′ τ,θ ′ possess moment maps (see theorem 11). The results of [1] imply that the Poisson manifolds G ′ τ,θ , G ′ τ,θ ′ are isomorphic. Moreover the isomorphism is given by the gauge action (30) where g depends on L. We can define g(L) more precisely.
Let A ∈ End h be an endomorphism commuting with θ, θ ′ and τ . The map
is an isomorphism of the Poisson manifolds if and only if A satisfies to the equation:
The operator K satisfies the equation:
In particular , if τ = id we have
Proof is provided by direct calculation using formula (45) for the Poisson bracket on G ′ τ . The meaning of this theorem is that one can use different Poisson structures for the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. Indeed, put θ = τ s. Combining theorem 21 , remark 4 and the previous theorem we obtain
Fix an operator A defined in the previous theorem. Consider the map
which is the composition of the isomorphism (49) and the moment map µ N . Then (i) Matrix elements of the map µ
K N form a Poisson subalgebra F K in C ∞ (G ′ τ,θ ′ ). (ii) The equation µ K N = f defines a character χ K f of the Poisson algebra F K . Thus (F K , χ K f )
is a system of the first class constraints. (iii) The reduced Poisson manifold
Put (θ ′ h)(z) = h(uz), u ∈ C, |u| < 1. Then the kernel of the "Cartan" component θ ′ r 0 of the corresponding r-matrix (6) is
where t is the Casimir element of g. Consider the limit u → 0. The only part of the r-matrix which depends on u is θ ′ r 0 . The limit of θ ′ r 0 is a well-defined skew-symmetric operator on h given by 
Thus the r-matrix θ ′ r degenerates into the one related to the new Drinfeld realization of affine quantum groups [13] :
Denote by G τ,D the manifold G equipped with Poisson bracket (29) where r = D r. By the limit procedure from theorem 23 we get
where K ∈ End h is an endomorphism commuting with s and τ and satisfying to the equation:
where P 0 is the projector onto h in the direct sum (52).
Then (i) Matrix elements of the map µ
D,K N form a Poisson subalgebra F D,K in C ∞ (G ′ τ,D ). (ii) The equation µ D,K N = f defines a character χ D f of the Poisson algebra F D,K . Thus (F D,K , χ D f )
is a system of the first class constraints. (iii) The reduced Poisson manifold
Note that the equation (54) does not contain elliptic functions in the r.h.s.. For constant loops we have simply
Let us examine the map (53) for constant loops. Denote the corresponding algebra of constraints by F 0,K and its character by χ 0,K f . The group N is unipotent and may be identified with its Lie algebra n by means of the exponential map. Let f i , i = 1, . . . , l be the simple root generators of n. An element n ∈ N may be written as e l i=1 f i ϕ i +ψ where ϕ i ∈ C and ψ is a term of higher order with respect to the principal gradation of n.
Put , in the notations of theorem 24 ,
Then the map (53) induces the following mapping of the functions:
The r.h.s. of (56) is an element of the algebra of constraints. By the definition of f we have also:
3 Quantization of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction
Quantization of the constraints in the finite-dimensional case
Let q be a generic complex parameter , |q| < 1. Put q i = q d i . We shall consider the so-called simply-connected rational form U R q (g) of the quantum group U q (g) [9] . This is the associative algebra over C with generators
is a quantization of a certain algebra of functions on the Poisson manifold G ′ id associated with the standard r-matrix r = P n − P n . The elements X + i , L i , i = 1, . . . , l are quantum counterparts of the functions ϕ i , e ψ i arising in the r.h.s of (56).
Introduce the new generators
This definition is motivated by classical formula (56) for the constraints corresponding to the simple root generators.
Lemma 25
The elements e i satisfy the following relations:
Let F {n} q be the subalgebra generated by e i . Consider the map χ Proof. According to the q-binomial theorem [22] we have :
where
The proof follows. Thus equations (60) are reduced to a system of linear algebraic equations :
The l.h.s. of (64) is skew-symmetric with respect to permutation of the indexes. This condition imposes a constraint on the coefficients p ij . Indeed we can rewrite (64) in the following way:
A simple analysis of the Cartan matrixes from the standard list shows that q ij = 0 is the only possible choice which is compatible with (65). Finally we obtain the following equations for n ij :
The general solution of (66) is:
Integer valued solutions of the type (67) do really exist. For instance , put s ij = b ij . Then n ji = 1 2 (ε ij + 1)a ij . Clearly , ε ij + 1 is devided by 2. Now let us compare the algebra F {n} q and its classical counterpart F 0,K . Ansatz (58) for the quantum constraints degenerates into the classical formula (56) when q → 1. Thus we can treat the coefficients d i n ji as deformed matrix elements of operator K. Now compare equation (66) and the classical equation (55) for the operator K.
Fix the matrix ε ij by
Denote by Σ l the symmetric group of order l. A Coxeter element corresponding to the system {α 1 , . . . , α l } of simple roots may be written as s π = s π(1) . . . s π(l) , π ∈ Σ l . Observe that the action of Σ l on the set {s π } is not free. Put
We shall say that the equation
corresponds to s π .
Theorem 28
The operator
has the following matrix elements:
This formula implies that there is one-to-one correspondence between different operators s π and different r.h.s. of (70).
Proof. (compare [8] 
Let z π(i) = s π α π(i) . Then we have:
Summarizing (71) and (72) we obtain:
This implies:
Observe that (U + V ) ki = a ki and (2I + U − V ) ij = −a ij ε π ij . Substituting these expressions into (74) we get :
This concludes the proof. Thus equation (69) for π = id coincides with the classical equation (55) evaluated on the simple roots. We conclude that for π = id the algebra F {n} q is a quantization of the Poisson algebra F 0,K for some operator K satisfying (55).
The result of classical reduction does not depend on the particular form of K. The same statement holds for quantum groups. Fix π ∈ Σ l . Let U π q (g) be the associative algebra over C with generators e i , f i , L ±1 i i = 1, . . . l subject to the relations:
Theorem 29 For every integer-valued solution of equation (69) there exists an isomorphism of algebras
given by:
Proof is provided by direct verification of the defining relations (77). Denote by F 
Quantization of the constraints in the affine case
The exposition in this section follows mainly the finite-dimensional case.
Let U R q (g) be an associative algebra generated by elements
j . In terms of the generating series the defining relations are [13] , [25] :
Let I n , n > 0 be the left ideal in U R q (g) generated by X ± i,r , i = 1, . . . l, r ≥ n and by all polynomials in H i,r , r > 0, L ±1 i of degrees greater than or equal to [31] , [24] ). We shall use also the weight-type generators Y i,r :
Similarly to the finite-dimensional case (see (58)) we introduce new generators with the generating series e i (u) as follows:
The Fourier coefficients of e i (u) are well-defined elements of U R q (g) k .
Lemma 30 The generating functions e i (u) satisfy to the following commutation relations:
Denote by F 
The following two statements are contained in [37] . 
Theorem 33 For every n ij such that
solution (85) satisfies the identities (84).
The solution (85) implies the following equations for the coefficients n ij,r :
(n ij,−r −n ji,r )q
(87) Put q 2k = p. Assume that the coefficients n ij satisfy equation (69) with π = id. Using theorem 28 it is easy to see that when q → 1, p = const equation (87) has a well-defined limit which coincides , up to a rescaling of the coefficients , with the equation for matrix elements of operator K (see (54)). Thus the algebra F D,{n} q is a quantization of the Poisson algebra F D,K for some operator K. Now suppose that the coefficients n ij satisfy the equation (69) for some π. Let A q be the free associative algebra generated by the Fourier coefficients of generating series
and elements L ±1 i . Let J n , n > 0 be the left ideal in A q generated by e i,r , f i,r , r ≥ n and by all polynomials in K + i,r , K
quotient of A q by the two-sided ideal generated by the Fourier coefficients of the following generating series:
where F ij (z) are given by (85),(86) ;
It is easy to see that the ideal of relations depends only on the skewsymmetric combination (69) of the coefficients n ij . Thus there is one-toone correspondence between Coxeter elements s π and the algebras U π q,p (g).
Theorem 34 For every integer-valued solution of equation (69) and every solution of system (87) with
We denote by F D,π q the subalgebra in U π q,p (g) generated by e i,r , r ∈ Z and by χ D,π q its canonical character , χ D,π q (e i (u)) = 1.
Quantization of the reduction
Recall some results of [38] .
Let A be an associative algebra over C with unit and B be its subalgebra equipped with a character χ : B → C. For every such a triple (A, B, χ) one can define an associative algebra Hk 0 (A, B) which may be regarded as a result of the quantum reduction in A , B being a system of the first class constraints.
Hk 0 (A, B) is the zeroth graded component of the homology of the complex
where X is a B-projective resolution of the left B-module C ; χ : B → C , and the differential is given by the supercommutator with the differential d of the complex A ⊗ B X. For a homogeneous f
Hk 0 (A, B) inherits a multiplicative structure from End A (A ⊗ B X). Let us apply this construction to the finite dimensional case. Put A = U Let g = sl (2) . In this case the algebra F D,id q is generated by the Fourier coefficients of the generating series e(u) subject to the relations: (u − v)e(u)e(v) = (u − v)e(v)e(u).
(92)
Lemma 36 The relations (92) are equivalent to the following ones:
e(u)e(v) = e(v)e(u).
Thus the algebra F D,id q
is isomorphic to the restricted completion of LC.
Let C be the graded Clifford algebra associated with the linear space LC ⊕ LC and the standard bilinear form (33) . We denote its generators by ψ i , ψ * i , i ∈ Z; ψ i ψ * j + ψ * j ψ i = δ i,−j . Let Λ be a representation of C spanned freely by a vacuum vector ω 0 which satisfies to the conditions: (2)) on which the subalgebra generated by e i , i ≥ 0 acts locally finite. Let X be a completion of X by infinite series well-defined on M ⊗ Λ for every U [28] ). This quantization corresponds to another choice of the ground state in physical terminology.
Put H 0 = W p,q (sl(2)). The quasiclassical limit of W p,q (sl(2)) is a Poisson algebra which may be identified with a certain Poisson subalgebra in the algebra of functions on the reduced space. We denote this limit by W p (sl(2)). On the other hand , the complex ( X, d) is a deformation of the BRST complex for the quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction in U k (L(sl(2))) [17] . Here we suppose that q → 1, p = q 2k , k = const. Thus the algebra W p,q (sl (2)) is a deformation of the W-algebra W k (sl(2)) which is a quantization of the Poisson W-algebra W (sl(2)) defined originally by Drinfeld and Sokolov [14] . Finally , we may represent the system of the limits by the following diagram:
As a consequence we obtain that W p (sl (2)) is a deformation of W (sl(2)).
